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I believe that this bill creates a dangerous precedent for our government. In the measure 

it stipulates that “‘Resident’ does not include a person: Who merely owns real property or pays 

property taxes in this state.” I would argue that if an individual pays taxes to this state, 

especially a tax like property taxes which are consistent, they should be able to benefit from the 

programs that those taxes help subsidize. To discriminate and to deny an individual who pays 

taxes to this state access to a program whose cost is offset by those same taxes is flat out wrong.  

Furthermore, Constitution of the State of Oregon clearly states that “The deliberations of 

each house, of committees of each house or joint committees and of committees of the whole, 

shall be open…” This provision was put in place to ensure accountability and transparency to 

the people of the state that their Legislature was working in their best interest. The virtual 

format that is being used does not provide for an honest, open, and transparent discussion on the 

matters of this state.  

We are seeing just how discriminatory these virtual sessions can be! The Majority Party 

has created a system that if you cannot afford internet you cannot be a part of the discussions. 

This “Pay to Play” approach is NOT the Oregon way. Between this and the heartbreaking 

examples of the elder and economically depressed members in our society struggling and 

getting frustrated over their challenges navigating this virtual environment, it cannot honestly be 

said that we are doing the peoples work.  

The “People’s Work” should be considered an essential service and there for accessible 

in person. Because the people are still being denied their constitutional right to participate and 

lobby their legislature in an open manner, and because this bill would treat tax paying 

individuals as foreign, I voted no!   
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